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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we describe a scalable distributed data structure (SDDS) with a complete enough environment 
offering a set of functions to manage and access information distributed in a computer network. The SDDS model differen-
tiates from the other ones by the absence of a central directory. The big asset of the SDDS is the scalability property; that 
is, when adding new data servers to handle the growth of data size, the performances don’t deteriorate. The main objective 
in this paper is to present a set of works related to CTH*, a SDDS method based on the usage of unicast messages only 
(point-to-point connections), in order to obtain a more complete environment at two levels. First, in the internal layer, we 
have developed a fl ow controller enhancing reliability of messages passing, and a more effi cacious data organization that 
permits high availability when failures occur. Concurrency control and recovery techniques have also been added to provide 
transaction management for transactional clients. Second, in the external layer, we have extended the initial CTH* platform 
by providing a mobile client that access to data servers via a mobile telephone.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, we attend the emergence of new architectures implying several computers. These are primarily popular 
workstations or PCs interconnected by high-speed networks. Such confi gurations offer quasi-unlimited cumulated storage 
and computing power.  They become increasingly present in the organizations due to the hardware cost which become lower 
and lower.  New concepts were proposed for the design of such systems such as the multi-computer [3, 19], Peer-to-Peer 
computing [24] and Grid computing [1].

The SDDS are a new class of data structures [4, 7, 10, 12, 16, 19, 26, 29] totally devoted for the multi computer (a set of 
computers connected in a network). It is a shared-nothing architecture and is very economical. Usually the client/server 
architecture is used but the P2P or Grid architectures are also possible. Any computer equipped with a network card can 
be added to a multi computer. The advantage of the multi computer resides in their accumulated storage capacity and their 
parallel processing. In counterpart, it requires more programming.

A SDDS fi le is distributed over the server nodes.  The number of nodes, dynamically grows and retracts with the fi le size. 
This model is characterized by the fact that there is no main directory. That is, the clients use their own fuzzy indexes to reach 
data server and can make addressing errors. They are then updated using messages called ‘Image Adjustment Messages’ 
(IAM). The client image is updated gradually until obtaining the real image. As the fi le buckets are stored in the distributed 
RAM of the servers, this involves access faster than the traditional local disk-based structures.

SDDS can naturally be used to implement parallel database systems. This is particularly interesting in the presence of intensive 
update workload. Because the partitioning scheme, dynamically change and adapt the fuzzy accessing function to maintain 
adequate load balancing in data servers [15, 27, 26].

Currently, many SDDS methods quite distinct exist. The fi rst and the more popular is LH* [19] (Distributed Linear Hashing). 
This method was the object of several works of research in order to render it more complete. The organization aspects of the 
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data storage in servers and security were the most studied [21, 24]. Others families of SDDS exist also. We can cite RP* [20] 
(Range Partionning) and CTH* [29] (Scalable Distributed Compact Trie Hashing)

 The project SD2M aims to develop platforms around the scalable distributed data structure CTH* (a SDDS using a distributed 
compact binary search tree, called ‘Trie’ as a partitioning index). 

A SDDS is complete if it is capable to assure the following functions:    
 - The reliability of message passing between servers, clients and coordinators. This supposes the existence of a fl ow con-

troller for the large messages.   
 - The local organization of the internal bucket structure in a server (B-trees, Trie hashing, T-trees, etc.)    
 - The persistence of the stored data. This means the ability of saving and restoring the data from RAM to DISK and vice 

versa (algebraic signature technique or logs)    
 - The high availability of data during a server failure (Reed Solomon codes)    
 - use the cache memory for the pertinent data used by the clients and servers

A SDDS offers - for the user applications through the SDDS clients - a rich functions library permitting the access and the 
updating of the available information in the servers.  These functions can be simple (search, insert, delete, range query) more 
elaborated (transactions, etc…) and even more complex (SQL, …)

For a classical SDDS the servers and the clients are in a same fi x network (multi computer). We added a mobile client to our 
platform permitting thus the deployment of the applications on the mobile telephones [2, 8, 9].    

As currently we attend the era of the emergence of the vocal interfaces, we also endowed our SDDS with the tools allowing 
fi x http clients or the mobile ones to access or modify the data via the speech [13]. 

The paper is organized as follows: we begin by describing the CTH* method and its basic implementation. Then, we present 
briefl y the works realized in the internal and external layers. Two contributions will be described in more details: the fi rst 
one deal with the availability of servers using Reed-Solomon coding, the second with the mobile client. Finally, the research 
contribution is discussed, and concluding remarks are given.

2. Recalling CTH*

CTH* [29] is a new SDDS characterized by  : - the preservation of the order of records,  - works without multicast for all 
basic operations, - three bytes are suffi cient to address a server, - the transfer of some bytes is enough for the updating of  
the client trees.

As the others SDDS, CTH* is based on the client-server architecture. The schema holds a set of clients and servers. The 
clients don’t know themselves and thus there is no communications between them. Due to the absence of a central directory, 
the clients can make addressing errors. On the other hand, the servers can communicate themselves in order to correct the 
errors emanating from clients. 

A fi le SDDS is distributed over a set of servers. The number of allocated servers for a given fi le increases and decreases with 
the fi le size evolution.

When a server n overfl ows, a new server n’ is added and about the half of records in n are moved to n’ (split operation). On 
the other hand, when a server underfl ows due to the repeated deleting operation, a merge operation can be undertaken and 
one server is released. 
Each server owns a particular radix tree named ‘digital trie’ and a bucket.
- The server tree keeps the history of all split operations indicating the servers, in the inverse order, having participating in 
the splitting process. The tree is in its compact form (preorder linear form) showing the maximal keys of each server. In the 
next fi gure, server 1 with the tree ‘q 1 v 8 | 3’ underwent two split operations: the fi rst with server 3, then with server 8. The 
maximal keys of servers 1, 8 and 3 are ‘q’, ‘v’ and ‘|’respectively. ‘|’ being the greatest digit of the used alphabet.
- The bucket (memory space) holds a subset of records of the distributed fi le resulting of the splitting operation). 

Each client accessing a fi le owns a partial digital trie allowing it to address some fi le servers. Indeed, when servers split, the 
client trees are not updated immediately. This digital trie represents the image of the SDDS fi le. This image is only updated 
by IAM messages (Image Adjustment Message) sent by the servers detecting the addressing errors. Such an error occurs 
when a client reaches a wrong server during a fi le operation.
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The system is initialized by one server : server 0 holding the digital trie ‘|0’ and an empty bucket. Each new client begins 
with an empty trie (‘|0’).

The following arrays give the fi nal states of the clients and servers after the insertion of 25 keys (strings) by for 4 clients. We 
supposed, in this example, that the capacity of a bucket (server) is equal to 4.

Clients Partial digital trie

Client 1 f 0 h 4 k 2 m 5 | 1

Client 2 f 0 h 4 m 2 v 1 |3

Client 3 H 0 m 2 q 1 v 8 |3

Client 4 H 0 m 2 q 1 v 8 |3
SDDS Clients

 

Servers Digital trie Bucket

Server 0 e 0 f 7 h 4 m 2 | 1 Bqshpf;dgfhxd;egrc;ektqnt  

Server 1 q 1 v 8 | 3 nrbqr;psmj;qvmeytc

Server 2 k l 2 6 m 5 Irsdsls;jhvete;m;klp

Server 3 y a 3 9 | Nil woeyoc;k;wsjo yas

Server 4 h 4 hnxh;kujl   

Server 5 m 5 lgp;mmtwk ;y  

Server 6 k 6 knw;kutphud

Server 7 f  7 fysny ;

Server 8 v 8 rfsq ;  sfi  ; vnex

Server 9 y 9 ybj ; ydmyyke
SDDS Servers

The arrays show 4 clients and 10 servers. Each client has its own access function represented by a digital tree. The fi le is 
distributed on 10 servers at a rate of one bucket per server. Each server has a maximal key given by the trie, a digital tree 
keeping the trace of the splitting on this server and a bucket containing the keys inserted. The client tree represents its image 
of the fi le. Thus, for client 1, with digital trie ‘f 0 h 4 k 2 m 5 | 1’, the set of the keys is range partitioned as follows: 

]_,f] : in server 0 ; 
]f, h] : in server 4 ; 
]h, k] : in server 2 ; 
]k, m] : in server 5 ; 
]m, | ] : in server 1.  

This client thus ‘sees’ only servers 0, 4, 2, 5 and 1. For client 2, with the tree ‘f 0 h 4 m 2 v 1 | 3’, it ‘sees’ servers 0, 4, 2, 1 
and 3. None of the two partitions is the real partition of the fi le.  There are servers which are split (0, 1, 2 and 3) and others 
not yet. The servers 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 hold empty trees. 

If Client 1 searches for key ‘egrc’, it fi nds server 1. Although the tree of client 1 does not refl ect the real image of the fi le, it 
has found the correct server.

More details with algorithms and examples can be found in [5, 29].

3. The basic platform

CTH* is implemented on a virtual parallel multicomputer (a network of computers interconnected by an Ethernet LAN) using 
UDP sockets for communication. Coordinator, servers and clients constitute the main components of the platform. The user 
applications manipulate via the clients the distributed fi les through a library of functions such as creation, insertion, updat-
ing, etc.  The scalability property is transparent to the applications as for any others SDDS [22, 23]. The communications 
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between all the components are done through messages passing. The platform architecture is multithread in the sense that 
each component consists of one sender thread, one receiver thread and several worker threads. In our implementation, the 
number of worker thread is bounded to a given threshold. Sender and receiver threads communicate via UDP sockets. The 
worker threads are synchronized by the semaphore mechanism to access common data (data bucket, internal tables, queues 
…etc). The interaction between threads is done through queues. The common data is controlled by the well known Reader/
Writer model. This mechanism assures many consultations (reading) simultaneously and permits only one modifi cation 
(writing) at a given time.

We give below some implementation details.

CTH* Server
CTH* server holds one or several buckets of the fi les at the rate of one bucket by fi le. Each server has an IP address and uses 
two port numbers. Initially, the server creates two UDP sockets: the one for the listening of incoming requests and the other 
for the emission of results. The two sockets are bound with the same IP address but with different port numbers. 

For the reception of UDP messages only one receiver thread is used. Its role is to listen permanently on a precise port.

For the treatment of the requests, several worker threads are used. Only these threads can access the fi le buckets and operate 
concurrently.

For the emission of UDP messages a single sender thread is used. It reads the messages from the request fi le and sends them 
to their destination.

CTH* Client

The client plays a mediator role between the servers and the user applications. It provides to the applications a transparent 
interface to manipulate distributed fi les.

The reception module is composed of two queues managed according to the PC model. The queue Applications-Client which 
holds the request coming from applications and the queue Servers-Client holds the answers of servers. Two monitoring 
threads called ‘ReceiverThread’ are activated at initialization phase. The fi rst thread waits the request of the applications 
in order to put them in the queue Application-Client. The other waits the answers of the servers in order to put them in the 
queue Servers-Client. 

In the same way, the module of emission consists of two queues managed according to the PC model:  the queue Client-
Applications where are stored the answers to transmit to the applications and the queue Client-Servers where are put the 
requests to send to servers. Two threads, named ‘SenderThread’, are activated when the queues are not empties. One thread 
sends the messages from the queue Client-Applications and another sends the messages from the queue Client-Servers.

The treatment is the important part of the client. It consists of a set of threads classifi ed in two groups: The fi rst group holds 
the threads of treatment (WorkerThread) which act in competition to treat the requests coming from the applications. 

The second group holds the threads which act in competition to treat the requests coming from servers (or coordinator).

Coordinator

The coordinator is a special server which has as role to manage the fi le names, the allocation of servers and the fi le opera-
tions create, open, close and delete.

In other words, the coordinator holds all the information of the system which is available neither in the servers nor in the 
clients.

The coordinator architecture is similar to the one of a server. The threads work on two tables: 
physical allocation global table containing the  characteristics on all the servers of the system • 
Table of all the fi les. • 

4. Works realized in SD2M

The SD2M environment consists in many works, each one deals with a different aspect of the research. Work began on SD2M 
in earlier 2005 and is in its fi nal phase. All the components of SD2M are implemented by students in their fi nal undergraduate 
projects. We give below brief abstracts of the various works realized in SD2M.
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4.1.  Organizing the buckets server with T-trees 
The purpose of this work is to generalize the CTH* method to stock a very large quantity at the level of the server by using 
the T-trees to structure the data inside the buckets [17].

The work consists in studying  SDDS CTH*,  having the T-tree structure like internal organization of servers in order to 
improve the processing time of the requests and the load factors of the fi les. It consists of: 

– Studying in detail the existing platform.
– Studying in detail the T-trees structure and its variants.
– Adapting the T-trees structure as an internal organization of CTH * servers. 
– Establishing performance tests on the new system.

4.2. Integrating a Flow controller to the existing platform
In the existing platform, the messages exchanged pass through UDP sockets and then, don’t exceed 64K in size and are 
unreliable. In this work, an extension to the communication modules was undertaken by developing a fl ow controller having 
the capability to manage large size messages by fragmentation techniques and using acknowledgement sequences against 
messages loss [14].

To validate the new schema, a distributed prototype fi le manager is established using UDP protocol to allow fast and reli-
able data exchange in the distributed environment Windows 2000. The number of sites is unlimited. To achieve this work, 
several system tools are used such as sockets, threads, semaphores, signals…which characterize parallel programming. After 
introduction and the discussion of the state-of-the-art, we present the ameliorated version of the SDDS CTH*. We fi nally 
present the distributed architecture of the new system and the performance tests results.  

4.3.  Allowing transactions 
The objective of this work is to endow this SDDS by a transactional system to manage concurrency and recovery issues. In 
each SDDS client, there is a distributed transaction manager. It directs access operations (read, write, commit and abort) to 
the right servers using the client image of the distributed fi le. The transaction manager behaves also, as a coordinator in the 
two phases commit protocol when the client transaction terminates. SDDS servers contain a concurrency controller based 
on Strict 2PL (strict two phases locking protocol) and a recovery manager using redo only logs. They receive operations 
from transaction managers (SDDS clients), schedule and log their execution and send back responses to the clients. Locks 
are managed at two different levels: the entire bucket level and the page level. To avoid deadlocks, concurrency controller 
use wait-die prevention technique [11, 15].

4.4. Making CTH* servers available via the Reed Solomon codes   
The implementation of a high availability mechanism ensures the data availability despite failure of some data servers by 
using redundancy techniques. Several research concerning the high availability in the Scalable Distributed Data Structures 
was undertaken in particular: LH*M (Distributed Linear Hashing with Mirroring), LH*g (Distributed Linear Hashing by 
Records Grouping), LH*SA (Distributed Linear Hashing with Scalable Availability), LH*RS (Distributed Linear Hashing 
with scalable availability using Reed Solomon Codes) and RP*RS (Partitioning with scalable availability using Reed Solo-
mon codes) [6]. 

The topic of this work is the application of the Reed-Solomon codes (RS) for the high availability implementation in CTH*. 
The Scalable Distributed Data Structure “CTH*RS” adds to the existing platform a high availability mechanism based on 
the Reed-Solomon codes. Codes RS are particularly interesting in the high availability fi eld by their systematic character 
and their scalability.

The implemented prototype CTH*RS tolerates the unavailability of k ≥ 1 servers. The value of k increases automatically 
with insertions (“scalable high availability” notion).  Redundancy codes are added and stored in a new type of servers called 
“parity servers”. During a server failure, its content can be totally “re-computed” using the information present in the other 
servers. This makes the event failure transparent to the clients, achieving thus the high availability principle. More details 
are given below (section 5.1).

4.5. Adding a mobile client 
This project’s goal is to design and develop a mobile infrastructure extending the existing CTH* platform [8]. This architecture 
feasibility will be validated and the prototype performances evaluated. 
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The CTH* platform will integrates fi xed and mobile clients and offer a simple, fast and effi cient access to a great deal of 
information anywhere and at anytime.

Low level operations in mobiles client, use HTTP connections with proxy data-servers to bypass fi rewalls and NAT routers 
(more in section 5.2).

4.6. Doting the mobile client with the security and optimization of the transfers 
This work acts on exchanged data between CTH* mobile clients and servers, on the one hand by compressing them in order 
to reduce their size minimizing this way transmission’s cost, on the other hand by use of encryption method to make them 
unintelligible during their transfer.  

An example using this new platform has been theoretically presented [25]. It introduces the virtual counter concept which 
offers the possibility of manipulating online electronic administrative documents.

Such a prototype can be exploited in several fi elds, and thus to extend to the services offered to general public in order to 
serve them better.

4.7. Vocal manipulation of data under the CTH* system
The CTH* prototype manages the data in a scalable distributed data structure. This management is assured thanks to a library 
of functions. The objective of this work consists in defi ning some means to use this library via the speech [13]. 
We used at this end a vocal web browser and a telephone. 

As tools, we used the new standard of the Web X+V (X for XHTML and V for Voice) and the new standard for the deploy-
ment of the vocal applications: VoiceXml .

The Java script at the level of the web browser and the PHP on the servers as languages of script - are necessary to accom-
plish this.   

5. Some works in detail

We present below two applications in SD2M, the fi rst deals with the availability of CTH* servers via the Reed Solomon 
codes. The second concerns the mobile client.

5.1 Availability of CTH* servers via the Reed Solomon codes
Reed-Solomon codes [6, 21] are cyclic linear codes that operate in a “Galois” Field. We use the extended Vandermonde 
matrix (Vétendue) to generate adding symbols. 

Where: 121 ,,, −nvvv …  are the n-1 fi rst none null elements in Galois Field CG(n).
The usage procedure is as follow:

Let D be the initial message, composed by m symbols d0 d1 ... dm-1

We compute n-m adding symbols p0 p1 ... pn-m-1 to form the fi nal coded message U
U = d0 d1 ... dm-1 p0 p1 ... pn-m-1 .

Each element ui (initial or adding symbol) is equal to the product of D by the Vandermonde matrix G
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for i=0,n-1
   u[i] = 0;
   for j=0,m-1
      u[i] = u[i] + d[j] * G[j][i];

If we lost S symbols in U (1 ≤ S ≤ n-m), we can retrieve them by processing the following steps:
– Let r be the number of available symbols (r = n-S)
– Let B be the vector composed by the r available symbols from U
– Let H(r x r) be the G sub-matrix associated to the r available symbols
– Compute H-1 (the inverted matrix of H)
– The S lost symbols can be computed by resolving the linear system D = B x H-1.

Using Reed-Solomon codes in CTH*

In order to provide high availability to CTH*, we add k Parity-Servers to hold adding symbols from a group of m Data-Servers 
(servers in original CTH* architecture). This group of servers (m+k), called a parity group, can survive k faulty servers (data 
and/or parity servers). It’s a k-available group.

The CTH* fi le buckets are then grouped like in the fi gure below.

Inside a bucket server, records are assigned a rank number.  All records at the same rank in a group form a parity segment in 
which m data records are used to compute k parity records by Reed-Solomon codes. (see fi gure 2)

Figure 1. Distributed fi le composed by 3 parity groups (m=4, k=2)

Fig 2. Records organization inside a parity group (m=4, k=2)
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When a new record is inserted in a data server, its rank is used to determine which parity segment must be recomputed, the 
parity servers associated with the group are then informed by the data server to update their codes.

Records deletions and updates are carried out with the same approach.
The number (k) of parity server can grow gracefully with the size of the data fi le. This is known as “scalable availability”. 
In this case, the fi le is initially said to be 1-available (k=1). When the number of data servers seeks a threshold M initially 
defi ned, each time the number of new data servers reaches M, k is incremented.

Some optimizations proposed in [24] to enhance the codes computation time has been used in this platform: 

a new parity matrix is obtained by some transformation in the fi rst column and the fi rst line that permit to reduce the Galois • 
fi eld multiplication to a simple and faster XOR operation.
Logarithms and antilog are pre-computed and stored in a table to avoid the complexity of their computation during the • 
coding/decoding process.

5.2 Mobile client

New architecture
The new architecture cannot use UDP socket because in one hand most mobile operators use fi rewalls that block socket con-
nections and in the other hand the mobile telephones supporting the connections by sockets are rare.  We have thus opted for 
the HTTP protocol because fi rstly it is widely used and secondly it is available on mobile devices. Furthermore, as TCP uses 
port 80 or 8080, it can easily navigate through fi rewalls without any additional confi guration. 

Thus, in the new architecture the servers manage two modes of communication: the UDP mode for the messages emanating from 
the fi xed clients, the other servers or the coordinator and the HTTP mode for the requests coming from mobile clients. 

As the existing platform [8] has been developed in Visual C++ and it doesn’t offer any means to manage an HTTP server, we 
use an intermediate program (middleware) that we call preserver. This preserver is, in fact, a Java HTTP servlet that intercepts 
the mobile clients HTTP requests, codes them to the adequate format and fi nally transmits them using the UDP sockets. When 
it receives the servers’ answers, it transmits them to the suitable client. Therefore, the client sees the preserver like a server 
because it sends it some requests and receives the answers. The server sees the preserver like a client because it receives 
its requests and sends it the answers. This strategy offers the fl exibility of the HTTP in a mobile environment, the speed of 
UDP in a local environment and allows keeping the same architecture for the server because the preserver masks the HTTP 
exchanges and allows the server to treat in the same way the requests of both fi xed and mobile clients [9, 18].

Mobile client architecture
For more of effi ciency and clarity we separated the interface management from data transmission control. When a CTH* 
function is called, a new thread is created in order to treat the request. This thread uses a fi le allocation table (FAT) to treat 
the request; when a network access is required, the mobile client prepares the message and puts it in the requests queue. It 
also puts in the destination address in URLQUEUE and a pointer toward itself in LISTEN-QUEUE.
The thread can then treat the other function until it receives the answer of its request. It fi nishes then the treatment and returns 
the result to the interface thread which displays it. As a mobile device can manage many HTTP connections simultaneously, 
it is more judicious to use a set of threads to treat HTTP connections.

Preserver architecture
The preserver plays a mediator’s role between the mobile client and the CTH* servers. When an HTTP request is received, 
the preserver transmits it to CTH* server of the same station. If this server is the correct one, it transmits the answer to the 
preserver that forwards it to the client and fi nally disconnects. In the case of an addressing error, the server transmits an IAM 
to the preserver that immediately send it to the client but without disconnecting. The preserver disconnects once the request 
is entirely treated. In order to accelerate the treatment, the preserver adopts a multithread approach. 

6. Research contribution and applications

In this project we considered many research themes. The main theme is the distribution of data. We are interested to the SDDS 
as a new model to distribute data over servers and more particularly the CTH* method as a new SDDS conceived recently. We 
are also interested to the mobility by the development of a mobile client. As this last permits the exchange of the information 
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between our stationary platform and a telephone, we have also touched to cryptography and data compression domains. 
Another axis strongly interesting of the research is the one of the security and the availability of the data permanently. Also, 
we have studied and implemented the Reed Solomon codes, a peak technique, to recover data in case of breakdowns.

In this project we considered many applications types. In the beginning, our platform offered a set of functions permitting 
to manage fi les in a transparent manner on the network. Theses functions integrate easily in the user applications and thanks 
to the client developed they accede and modify information in the servers. There are two categories of functions. The fi rst 
manages the fi les such as create, open, close and delete fi le. The second manage a single fi le such search, insert, delete and 
range query operations.    

Thereafter, we passed from the fi les to the tables and therefore frankly to the creation of a distributed database.  We have 
achieved the algebraic operations thus as insert, select and some simple modes of joint operation.

We also developed a library of functions written with JAVA for the deployment of applications on the mobile telephones. Thanks 
to these functions, we can consult and modify via the telephone the data in the servers of the stationary existing platform.

7. Conclusion and perspectives

Our starting point was the CTH* platform composed of data servers and clients, offering a library with basic functions 
permitting to manipulate fi les distributed on a network of computers. First, we transplanted a fl ow controller to handle big 
size UDP messages, reorganized the data structure inside a server using the T-trees (initially the data were stored in arrays), 
and enhanced availability of data by adding parity servers using Reed-Solomon codes. Second, we offer to the users an en-
vironment to manipulate database tables through high level SQL like operations. Concurrency control using strict 2PL (in 
data servers) and commitment protocol 2PC (in CTH* Client and Servers) allow distributed transaction management to be 
transparent to user application. Finally, we have added a mobile client and a library with the basic fi le operations in order to 
query or to modify the distributed fi les via mobile applications (PDA, mobile phones, …etc).

Based on the work realized, a new project has been initiated and concerns the following themes: 

– Adapting SDDS to Ad-hoc mobile environment: Clients and Servers are now hosted on mobile nodes without infrastruc-
ture. The challenge is to integrate routing algorithms knowledge with the access function using compact trie hashing. 
The purpose is then to avoid long chains of message redirections when error addressing occurs and to deal with frequent 
node disconnections.

– Peer-to-peer architecture for CTH* : In this perspective, there will be no distinction between SDDS-clients and SDDS-
servers. All nodes (peers) are can act as clients and servers for different type of access operations. To avoid duplicate 
information (client and server trees) in one peer, we have to combine the “fuzzy” knowledge about the fi le distribution 
(accessing function + split information) in one structure acting as server and client in the same time.
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